
Traditional: Paste the Wall Wallpaper
DIY Step-by-Step Installation Guide

What you'll need:
- Spirit level
- Sharp scissors & utility knife (with extra blades)
- Tape measure, long ruler & pencil
- Roller & roller tray
- Fine paint brush (for getting into the corners with your wallpaper paste)
- Wallpaper brush
- Non-woven wallpaper paste (Tip: Always use the best quality available and thoroughly read their instructions)
- Ladder or step-stool
- A couple of lint-free cleaning cloths for wiping off excess glue (Tip: Have 2 damp and 2 dry on stand-by)
- Dropsheet (to make the clean-up easier!)

Let's get started

1. Turn off electricity for safety, remove power outlet covers and light switch covers and cover outlet holes with masking tape and thoroughly wipe around
the outside of outlets with a dry cloth to remove any dust.

2. Ensure you've followed our detailed preparation guide above, then wipe-down your wall with a dry, lint-free cloth.

3. Always lay out your wallpaper panels, check them thoroughly for any imperfections and to ensure they're in the correct order prior to installing (You don't
want to get to the last panel to find you've installed in the incorrect order!). Wallpaper panels are labeled on the bottom left of each panel/ column as (Col 1,
col 2, col 3 and so on).

4. Starting at the far left of your wall, (never install in the middle of a wall, and always start in your most inconspicuous corner) - now, take your ruler and
pencil - in the middle of your wall measure 65cm (650mm / 25.5 inch) from the internal wall and make a small mark, take your spirit level and line it up
against your mark. Now draw a straight line, this will be your guide to ensure your first panel is level and set you up for success for the rest of your
installation.

Each panel is 70cm (700mm / 27.55 inch) wide, the reason we make the first mark at 65cm (650mm / 25.5 inch) is to allow an overhang on the left side of
your first panel to account for any walls that aren't square. This is very important to ensure your design / pattern lines up. You will trim off excess once your
entire wall of wallpaper is installed.

5. Thoroughly read your non-woven wallpaper paste instructions, it is important you also follow those instructions for the best outcome. Roll the paste onto
your wall, cut-in around ceiling, corners, electrical sockets and skirting using your fine paint brush - apply enough paste for one panel width at a time,
adding approx 2 inches of paste to the right of your marked pencil line, this will ensure your seam has enough paste to properly adhere.

6. Line the wallpaper up, level with your straight pencil line - this will allow 5cm (50mm / 2.5 inch) of excess / overhang to the left, allow the same amount at
the top near ceiling and again at the floor (this allows you to overcome any walls that may be out of square by up to 10cm (100mm / 4 inch) in height. From
the top to bottom, smooth wallpaper down firmly with a clean, dry cloth (don’t use any hard objects or smoothing tools to smooth the wallpaper down as it
may harm, scratch or tear the wallpaper). Work your way down the panel pushing any air bubbles from the inner to the outer seams with a dry soft cloth or
felt squeegee.

Don’t forget, your wallpaper is repositionable as you install each panel - if you need to adjust the placement, fix any bubbling or creasing - slowly and gently
peel the wallpaper panel back off the wall realign and reapply as required. Apply more wallpaper paste if the first coat has started to dry.

Note: You do not overlap Olive et Oriel wallpaper, it comes with a pre-trimmed butt join and is checked before shipping that it aligns perfectly on a level
wall.

6. Paste your wall in preparation for your next panel - line up your next panel with your first, ensuring your pattern is aligned and begin the smoothing down
process again. Secure the seams into place using your seam roller. Wipe off any excess glue with a damp (not wet lint-free coth) and wipe dry with a
seperate lint-free cloth.

7. Repeat until all panels are installed.

8. Once all panels are installed, slowly and carefully trim off any excess using a straight edge and a utility knife (replace the blade as required, as a blunt
blade can cause your wallpaper to tear).

PRO TIP trimming of power outlets:
For your safety, always turn off electricity and switch power outlets off before starting. Remove outlet covers and place masking tape over any electrical
sockets. Gently, using your sharp utility knife and a fresh blade cut a small X into the wallpaper over the outlet from edge to edge. This will allow you to fold
the wallpaper away from the outlet and trim away the folds, leaving the outlet area wallpaper-free. Once wallpaper is smoothed onto wall, you can replace
the cover back on over the wallpaper for a clean and professional looking finish.

Now you’re ready to style your room, and don't forget to take a photo and share it with us on Instagram by tagging @oliveetoriel - we want to share
your style with our followers!


